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that can be used to help build
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effectiveness must
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However recent
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goal.
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CONNECTION BETWEEN PUBLIC EXPENDITURE AND

CORRUPTION

In Nigeria and the communities where

advocacy on corruption and accounta-

ARDP is undertaking its programmes

bility in the communities.

and activities there is an increased
awareness that public expenditure is in

Corruption can equally occur in the

danger of not fully reaching the people

disbursement of public expenditure

unless corruption is countered. Under

and in the management of resources.

the President Muhammadu Buhari

When disbursement pressures continue

administration the discussion of an anti-

to dominate government spending,

corruption agenda relating to public

they enter into direct conflict with

expenditure has moved to a more

efforts to identify and address corrup-

open, serious and constructive search

tion risks. This includes vetting suppliers

for solutions. This is
welcomed

and

must

remain the foundation of
any new consensus on
public expenditure effectiveness.
Corruption

and de-barring corrupt
The potential for
corruption to
compromise the
results of development
programmes is well

directly

known.

diverts a percentage of

ones.

As

general

the

2019

elections

approach this should
lead communities to
partner or form pacts
with politicians to form
anti corruption movements as well as sign on

public expenditure away from intended

commitments when elected into office

purposes and beneficiaries. Indirectly, it

such public office holders will continue

promotes inappropriate uses of public

the fight against corruption.

expenditure and undercuts development. Demand-side corruption by

Other corruption challenges arise when

public administrators entrusted with

public expenditure is outside the eye of

public expenditure resources is particu-

public scrutiny. Despite the robust anti

larly

investigative

corruption action under President

journalists reports points to a direct link

Muhammadu Buhari’s administration,

among the quality of governance, lower

public expenditure continues to be tied

levels of petty bribery and positive

and to circumvent procurement and

development outcomes in the commu-

public finance systems, even when

nities in the Northern States of Nigeria.

these, such as Treasury Single Account

ARDP under this support by MacArthur

(TSA) have proven more reliable and

Foundation is to amplify the reports of

accountable.

damaging.

The

the investigative journalists to push for
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HOW TO PREVENT CORRUPTION IN PUBLIC EXPENDITURE

Political will and good governance
The effectiveness of anti-corruption strategies for ARDP’s engagement with the
communities, volunteers and CBOs/CSOs is primarily determined by the
domestic political will and the ability of community leaders to support genuine
national efforts. For example, an analysis of anti-corruption progress at the level
of States tier of Government shows that despite the Federal Government’s
robust example, the implementation of anti corruption measures by State
Governments has been insufficient. The lack of political will on the part of
State governments and other state actors is one of the key factors preventing
robust execution of anti corruption laws and other regulations that entrone
accountability such as procurement reform laws from being put into practice.
Communities and their CBOs/CSOs along with ARDP need to assess the extent
of political will and then design anti-corruption strategies accordingly with
governments, parliamentarians, businesses and civil society in undertaking this
project. With the assessment done, activities should focus on measures to
strengthen integrity systems, including the institutions, structures and actors
that help to effectively address corruption related issues.

THE COMMON RESEARCH
QUESTIONS

IS THERE A LEAKAGE AND HOW BAD IS IT?

CAN WE FIX THE LEAKAGE?
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Strengthening the accountability of public expenditure to

intended beneficiaries is part of good governance and one
measure of the political will to limit abuses.

Accountability and empowerment
Strengthening the accountability of

Federal Government, State Govern-

public

ments and Local Government Councils

expenditure

to

intended
good

need to create central roles for

governance and one measure of the

beneficiaries in these activities as part

political will to limit abuses. A

of linking effective anti-corruption

precondition for accountability to

measures to development projects

function is the empowerment of

and programmes. Mechanisms need

disadvantaged

in

to be promoted nationally and locally

decisions on the use of public

that engage beneficiaries in the

expenditure resources.

formulation,

beneficiaries

is

part

of

populations

implementation

and

monitoring of anti-corruption strateAccountability to beneficiaries is

gies. MacArthur Foundation’s support

facilitated by their genuine rather than

to ARDP is therefore to secure mean-

pro forma participation in decision-

ingful civil society participation in the

making

and

monitoring process including through

auditing exercises, and implementa-

an enabling operating environment,

tion processes at the policy level.

particularly at the local level.

forums,

budgeting
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Civil society space
Civil society — in its public interest

decisions and to work with parlia-

and ‘watchdog’ roles — is a critical

mentarians and other actors.

stakeholder in the anti-corruption
and development equation. ARDP

Yet the space for engagement has

is proceeding on the principle that

been shrinking as the work of civil

engagement

communities

society is increasingly stigmatised

strengthens governance, promotes

and criminalised. The National

accountability channels and helps to

Assembly is considering the creation

address embedded corruption.

of a registration and supervisory

of

Commission/Board

for

non-

are

governmental organisations (NGOs)

“development actors in their own

with the power to approve where

right”, as CSOs have outlined their

NGOs can operate. The law is likely

own accountability and transparency

to treat NGOs as subsidiaries of the

frameworks as part of ensuring

government.

public expenditure and develop-

countries similar Laws are only the

ment effectiveness. A key prerequi-

beginning

site for realising these commitments

Documented cases from Brazil to

is an enabling environment that

Zimbabwe show how civil society

provides civil society the space and

activists

opportunities to engage in policy

unlawfully detained, and even killed.

Civil

society

organisations

of

have

Civil society organisations
are ”development actors
in their own right”
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In

some

other

intimidation.

been

arrested,

ARDP will use social media

“

Social media and other technologies are increasingly being used to create a
virtual space for civil society action. These mediums have opened up new
possibilities for engagement, which often happen outside traditional CSOs.
Findings from across 35 developing countries show that informal citizen
participation is surpassing membership in formal CSOs. The broad-based social
movements of the Arab world are a sharp reminder of how technology can serve
as the medium to get individual citizens involved in innovative, informal ways
that help to translate virtual activism into material changes.
It is against this background that ARDP
other

civil

and

society

organisations are following
closely

the

recent

statements of the Minister
of Information on the
proposal

to

enact

legislation to regulate use
of social media in Nigeria.
ARDP is of the firm and
unshakeable view that the
government must guarantee that civil society has
the space and operating

”

Social media and

other technologies
are increasingly
being used to

create a virtual
space for civil

society action.

environment required to
take on its stakeholder role
in anti-corruption and accountability work.

Instead of using social media legislation or regulation to censor civil society the
government should work with civil society and citizens in identifying key
corruption challenges that allow them to address the drivers, incentive
structures and wider governance context.
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Budget transparency
Public expenditure transparency must be paired with concurrent actions that
create accountability channels and ensure transparency by all the three tiers of
government engaged in public expenditure. Budget transparency, as with public expenditure transparency, provides a key condition for having accountability:
it offers information about where, for what and how funds for development are
spent. To effectively use this information, citizens and other stakeholders must
have entry points to participate at the policy level. There must be indicators
that are agreed and monitored to prevent corruption as resources are converted
to other outcomes.

Where transparency and accountability coexist, budget transparency forms a
critical element for opening fiduciary information to public scrutiny. It builds the
integrity of public financial management and procurement systems.
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Accountability and the Role of

Giving Civil Society Space to

ARDP will promote the use of different

To effectively tackle development and

social accountability tools, including

anti-corruption

open budgeting and development

different channels for opening up

pacts.

participation and promoting broad-

Communities

Engage in Anti-Corruption Efforts

issues,

there

are

based ownership. This has been done
Open budgeting activities have been

through the use of community over-

used in countries such as Bangladesh

sight mechanisms, engagement in

to get local government bodies to

programme design and cooperative

share and revise draft budgets with

agreements with local governments

communities.

and parliamentarians.

Development Pacts are public agree-

ARDP with the support of MacArthur

ments between those in public office

Foundation

and constituencies or groups to whom

participation, leaving communities

they are accountable for the delivery

and individuals to be the drivers of

of public goods and services.

change and set the scope of the work.

will

simply

facilitate

The aim is to ensure community’s
The establishment of nearly 80 pacts

ownership of the process as a means

have been used in Bangladesh, India,

for making government

Uganda and Zambia to get water tanks

public office holders truly accountable.

officials and

built and drains fixed, improve the
distribution of fertiliser and seeds to
farmers, and improve teacher and

ARDP is of the firm and

health workers attendance in schools

unshakeable view that the

government must guarantee

and clinics.

that civil society has the space
and operating environment

With the introduction of these devel-

required to take on its

opment pacts, public office holders

stakeholder role in

have begun to more actively seek out

anti- corruption and

community oversight and participa-

development work.

tion. The pacts have created a lasting
change in community engagement.
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